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ABSTRACT: Extensive efforts have been devoted to
developing electron donor−acceptor systems that mimic
the utilization of solar energy that occurs in photosyn-
thesis. X-ray crystallographic analysis shows how absorbed
photon energy is stabilized in those compounds by
structural changes upon photoinduced electron transfer
(ET). In this study, structural changes of a simple electron
donor−acceptor dyad, 9-mesityl-10-methylacridinium cat-
ion (Acr+−Mes), upon photoinduced ET were directly
observed by laser pump and X-ray probe crystallographic
analysis. The N-methyl group in Acr+ was bent, and a weak
electrostatic interaction between Mes and a counteranion
in the crystal (ClO4) was generated by photoinduced ET.
These structural changes correspond to reduction and
oxidation due to photoinduced ET and directly elucidate
the mechanism in Acr+−Mes for mimicking photosyn-
thesis efficiently.

Photosynthesis is an efficient process by which solar energy
is utilized for chemical reactions. The profound implication

of it is obtained by X-ray crystallographic analysis of structural
changes upon photoinduced charge separation in photo-
synthetic reaction centers, which is the primary process in
photosynthesis.1−3 On the basis of this implication, various
electron donor−acceptor molecules have been designed to
mimic charge separation processes for use as artificial
photosynthetic reaction centers.4−8 Developing an efficient
artificial photosynthetic system is a promising way for solving
the problems of global warming and depletion of fossil fuels.9

However, the short lifetimes of those designed molecules in a
photoinduced electron transfer (ET) state have prevented their
X-ray crystallographic analysis, which would show how these
mimic the charge separation processes in photosynthesis.
Recent X-ray crystallographic studies enabled the observation

of structural changes upon photoexcitation.10−14 Especially,
laser pump and X-ray probe crystallography directly provides
the three-dimensional (3D) molecular structure of a photo-
induced state in a reversible process.11 In this study, the pump−

probe X-ray crystallographic analysis of a donor−acceptor
molecule was performed to establish a mechanism for
stabilization of the absorbed photon energy by mimicking
charge separation.
A donor−acceptor molecule possessing a long ET-state

lifetime is suitable for pump−probe crystallography because
enough population of the photoinduced ET molecule to detect
could be generated in its crystal. Therefore, 9-mesityl-10-
methylacridinium perchlorate [Acr+−Mes(ClO4

−), 1] was
selected as a target compound. In Acr+−Mes, an electron
donor, mesitylene (Mes), and an acceptor, 10-methylacridi-
nium cation (Acr+), are directly connected to each other.15

Despite the close proximity of Acr+ and Mes, there is no π
conjugation between them because of the orthogonal geometry.
Scheme 1a shows photoinduced generation of the ET state of
Acr+−Mes (Acr•−Mes•+). Because of this geometrical feature
and the high energy of Acr•−Mes•+ (2.37 eV), which lies deep
in the Marcus-inverted region,16 back-ET to the ground state
becomes extremely slow at low temperatures, so the ET state
has a long lifetime in frozen media (e.g., 2 h at 203 K).15,17

However, the formation of such a long-lived ET state of Acr+−
Mes has been questioned in light of the alternative formation of
the locally excited triplet state of the Acr+ moiety.18,19

The crystal structure of 1 in the photoinduced state was
determined by a pump−probe X-ray diffraction experiment in
which X-ray pulses (width = 100 ps) and a femtosecond laser
excitation pulse were synchronized at a frequency of 946 Hz at
beamline PF-AR NW14A.20 Because 9-phenyl-10-methylacridi-
nium perchlorate [Acr+−Ph(ClO4

−), 2] does not undergo
photoinduced ET and its lowest photoexcited state is the locally
excited singlet state of Acr+ (Scheme 1b),21 it was used as a
reference compound. The samples were cooled to 90 K by a
cold nitrogen stream. Experimental details are described in the
Supporting Information (SI). Figure 1 shows the obtained
structures.22
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No significant geometrical difference was observed between
the averaged structures of 1 obtained with the light on (i.e., the
pump−probe condition) and off (i.e., the dark condition)
(Table S1 in the SI). This indicates that the population of a
photoinduced species generated in 1 is too small to be observed
by typical crystallographic analysis. Therefore, the photo-
induced difference (photodifference) Fourier map, in which the
difference of the observed structural factors in the light-on and
-off stages [Fo(on) − Fo(off)] is used as the coefficient,23 was
drawn (Figure 2a). The noise density level of this map was
defined as ±0.11 e Å−3 by drawing the difference Fourier map
using two data sets of Fo under light-off conditions. The heating
effect of photoirradiation is negligible in this map (details are
described in the SI). Therefore, only the photoinduced change
is precisely reflected in this map. A pair of positive and negative
electron densities in the map corresponds to slight movement
of an atom by photoexcitation.24 Thus, the electron densities
around C11 can be assigned to bending of the N-methyl group
upon photoirradiation. Its bending angle was 10.3(16)°; in
other words, C11 moved 0.27(4) Å away from the mean plane
containing N10, C4A, and C5A. The map also indicates
photoinduced movement and rotation of ClO4

−. Cl1 moved a
distance 0.144(8) Å. On the other hand, the intramolecular
twist from the orthogonal to the coplanar geometry in Acr+−
Mes, reported in similar compounds,25 was not observed in the

photodifference Fourier map. Structural analysis revealed that

the population of the photoinduced molecule in 1 is ca. 2%.

The crystal structure of 2 in the photoinduced state was also

determined by a pump−probe X-ray diffraction experiment.

Scheme 1. Photoinduced Processes in (a) Acr+−Mes and (b)
Acr+−Ph

Figure 1. ORTEP diagrams of (a) 1 and (b) 2 in the light-off
condition (50% thermal ellipsoids).

Figure 2. (a, b) 2D and 3D photodifference Fourier maps of (a) 1 and
(b) 2 with a contour interval of 0.03 e Å−3 and ±0.1 e Å−3 isosurfaces.
(c) 2D map for 2 with contour intervals of 0.01 e Å−3. In the 2D maps,
blue solid, red dotted, and green dashed lines denote positive, negative,
and zero electron densities, respectively, while in the 3D maps, purple
and red surfaces denote positive and negative electron densities,
respectively. (d) Schematic drawing of thermal vibrations (as a result
of atomic vibrations, the electron density in the light-on state is
elongated in the vibration direction).
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Just as for 1, no geometrical difference between the average
structures of 2 in the light-on and -off stages was observed
(Table S2). However, unlike for 1, no significant change in the
electron density was observed around Acr+−Ph and only small
regions of negative electron density were observed near ClO4

−

in its photodifference Fourier map (Figure 2b). The map
around ClO4

−, which has rather fine contours, reveals that
regions of negative electron density are surrounded by regions
of positive electron density (Figure 2c). This is characteristic of
the difference electron density attributed to atomic or
molecular thermal vibrations. Hence, the geometrical change
that occurs on the generation of the excited singlet state of 2 is
smaller than the slight vibrations due to thermal deactivation.
Because the excited singlet state is generated by an electron
transition in only the Acr+ moiety, the geometrical change by
generation of the singlet excited state in Acr+−Mes may be
identical to the change in Acr+−Ph. On the basis of these
considerations, the observed change in the difference Fourier
map of 1 is ascribed to the generation of the ET state of Acr+−
Mes.
Natural population analysis26 of Acr+ and Acr• indicated an

increase in the electron occupancy of the 2pz natural atomic
orbital (NAO) for the nitrogen atom (+0.11625) upon one-
electron reduction of Acr+. Natural bonding orbital (NBO)
analysis27 revealed that this population increased as a result of
filling of the lone-pair NBO of the nitrogen atom, which is
vacant in the ground state, with rearrangement ofthe valence
electrons by reduction. The lone pair electrostatically repels the
N-methyl bonding electrons, enhancing the nitrogen’s sp3

hybrid orbital character to induce bending of the N-methyl
group that produces a pyramidal geometry around the nitrogen
atom. In contrast with the case of Acr•, NAO and NBO
analyses of the excited triplet state of the Acr+ moiety reduced
the population of the nitrogen 2pz NAO (−0.05038). This
indicates that generation of the excited triplet state does not
induce bending of the N-methyl group.
Figure 3a depicts the reaction cavities around the N-methyl

group and ClO4
−; these indicate a free space for the selected

group to move in the crystal.28 Thus, the N-methyl group
bends in the sterically favorable direction in 1, and the
geometry around the nitrogen atom becomes pyramidal
because there is more space for the N-methyl group to deform
in the observed bending direction than in the opposite
direction. However, the reaction cavity around ClO4

− indicates
that the photoinduced geometrical change of ClO4

− is sterically
unfavorable because O1 moves out of the reaction cavity. Such
a sterically unfavorable geometrical change must result from
cooperative geometrical rearrangement in the crystal. The
bending of the N-methyl group by ET enlarges the cavity
around ClO4

−. Consequently, O1 can move toward that
enlarged space. In fact, the bending and moving directions are
the same (Figure 3b). Moreover, the closest Mes from ClO4

− is
positioned in the direction of movement of Cl1. This suggests
that ClO4

− is moved with rotation by the Mes•+···ClO4
−

electrostatic interaction in the photoinduced state of 1. Thus,
the observed bending of the N-methyl group and the
movement of ClO4

− provide strong evidence for the generation
of the ET state of Acr+−Mes.
The reproducibility of the photoinduced geometrical changes

in 1 was confirmed by analyzing diffraction data obtained under
continuous photoirradiation (see the SI). Although the electron
density change based on those data was smaller than that
obtained in the pump−probe experiment because of the lower

excitation photon density from the light source (a xenon lamp
was used), it had the same characteristics as that in the pump−
probe experiment (Figure 4). It should be noted that the

photoinduced structural changes in 1 disappeared immediately
when the excitation light source was turned off. Because Acr•−
Mes•+ has a very long lifetime, Acr•−Mes•+ is easily saturated in
1. In fact, the photoinduced cooperative geometrical change of
ClO4

− (Figure 3b) requires the formation of at least two Acr•−
Mes•+ around one ClO4

− (one creates the space by causing the

Figure 3. (a) Drawing of the reaction cavity (greenish-blue area):
(left) drawing around the N-methyl group viewed along C11−N10,
with numbers indicating the volumes of the divided cavity formed by
the yellow dotted line; (right) drawing around ClO4

−. (b) Cooperative
photoinduced geometrical changes. Fragments of the ground- and ET-
state mlecules are colored greenish-yellow and red, respectively. The
red dashed line indicates the suggested Mes•+···ClO4

− electrostatic
interaction.

Figure 4. 2D maps corresponding to (a) bending of the N-methyl
group, (b) movement of ClO4

−, and (c) rotation of ClO4
−. The

contour interval is 0.01 e Å−3, and the colors have the same meanings
as Figure 2a−c.
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N-methyl group to bend and the other provides electrostatic
attraction), suggesting the generation of domains of Acr•−
Mes•+(ClO4

−) in 1. In such domains, bimolecular back-ET
between the long-lived ET molecules29 is not negligible.
Therefore, despite the use of pump−probe X-ray diffraction,
only 2% of the Acr•−Mes•+ could be detected.
In conclusion, the generation and structural features of the

ET state of Acr+−Mes were directly observed by pump−probe
X-ray diffraction and crystal structure analysis. The observed
bending of the N-methyl group clearly reflected the formation
of a lone pair on N10 and the enhancement of its sp3 character
by ET. We also characterized the photoinduced cooperative
geometrical rearrangement in 1 by drawing the reaction cavity.
This cooperative change indicates domain formation by long-
lived ET molecules. On the other hand, the intramolecular twist
between Acr+ and Mes was not accompanied by the generation
of the ET state. This explains the restriction of intramolecular
back-ET by electronic coupling between Acr• and Mes•+. This
study provides definitive proof for the formation of a long-lived
ET state with its structural features and establishes the concept
of designing an efficient artificial photosynthetic reaction
center, paving the way for the development of useful artificial
photosynthetic systems.
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